
CORRIGENDUM TO TENDER SCHEDULE FOR "SETTING UP OF VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) CENTRE/AUDITORIUM AT 

D&D CENTRE, ICF" (TENDER NO: ICF/D&D/027) 
 

 The following corrigendum is hereby incorporated in the subject tender: 

 I) TENDER DUE DATE: 

Sl. No  Existing  Revised as 

1 
Closing of Tender 11-06-2018 at 15.00 Hrs. 10-07-2018 at 15.00 Hrs. 

Opening of Tender 11-06-2018 at 15.15 Hrs. 10-07-2018 at 15.15 Hrs. 

 

 

  II) TENDER SPECIFICATION: 

Sl. No. Clause No. Existing as per Tender Document Revised As 

1 Part I  
Chapter IV  
Section II (A)  

 Capable of handling Warping, 
blending and scaling  

 Capable of handling flat, 
hemispherical, cylindrical, toroids  

 Adjusting warping, digital masking, 
and edge-blending through the 
control of a powerful and easy-to-use 
Graphic User Interface  

 Unlimited and arbitrary number of 
grid lines (up to and beyond a 10x10 
warping grid)  

 Advanced edge blending 

 Gradient preview of edge blends 

 Capable of handling Warping, blending 
and scaling  

 Capable of handling flat, hemispherical, 
cylindrical, toroids  

 Adjusting warping, digital masking, and 
edge-blending through the control of a 
powerful and easy-to-use Graphic User 
Interface  

 Unlimited and arbitrary number of grid 
lines (up to and beyond a 10x10 
warping grid)  

 Advanced edge blending 

 Gradient preview of edge blends 
 
The above features can be provided 
either within the projector internally or 
externally. 



2 Part-I, Chapter-IV -  
 1. (II) Virtual Reality 
(VR) Hardware 
                  & 
Part-I, Chapter-IV - 
1.2(II).VR Hardware 
Specification - A) 
Projector 

Native and True 4K (4096 X 2160) or 
equivalent or higher resolution 3D 
stereoscopic projector without any 
modulations in the DMD with minimum 
25000 lumens to produce onscreen 
brightness of 68 Ft lamberts or above 
for the required screen size of 11'x30' 
seamless considering 0.9 gain screen. 

Native and True 4K (4096 X 2160) or 
equivalent or higher resolution 3D 
stereoscopic projector without any 
modulations in the DMD with adequate 
lumens to produce onscreen 
brightness of 68 Ft lamberts for the 
required screen size of 11'x30' 
seamless considering 0.9 gain screen. 

3 Part-I, Chapter-IV -  
 1. (II) Virtual Reality 
(VR) Hardware 
                  & 
1.2(II).VR Hardware 
Specification - E) 
Tracking  

Flexibility in supporting various 3D 
interconnectivity formats  
1. Single sequential 4K 120Hz  
2. Dual interleaved 4K 60Hz  
3. 4K 60Hz sequential frame-doubled  
 
 All three modes resulting in 120Hz 4K 
output 
 
Additionally true 2k scaling to 4k with 
below formats 
 
1. Single sequential 4K 120Hz Dual 
interleaved 4K 60Hz  
2. 4K 60Hz sequential frame-doubled  
3. All three modes resulting in 120Hz 4K 
output 

Dual 4K Projection Display System should 
have flexibility in supporting various 3D 
interconnectivity formats either internally 
within the projector or externally 

1.       The projection system should be 
capable of handling 3D stereoscopic signal 
from workstation at a blended resolution of 
5888x2160 @60Hz or 5888x2160 @120Hz 
(for complete PowerWall) to provide a total 
output of 5888x2160@120Hz in 3D Active 
stereo on PowerWall screen 

 2.      The projection system should be 
capable of handling 3D stereoscopic signal 
generated by the workstation for the full 
PowerWall in following way: 

 Separately for left eye at a 
blended resolution of 5888x2160 
@ 30Hz or 5888x2160 @ 60Hz 
and for right eye at a blended 
resolution of 5888x2160 @ 30Hz 
or 5888x2160 @ 60Hz. The 
projection system should 
combine the left eye and right 



eye signal to give a total output 
resolution of 5888x2160 @ 
120Hz on-screen 

3.     The projector should be capable of 
scaling a lower resolution of 2K (frame @ 
60 Hz – 120 Hz) to a higher resolution of 
4096x2160 @ 120Hz.  

                         (or) 

The projection system should be capable 
of scaling a lower blended resolution of 
2948 x 1080 (frame upto 60 Hz) to a higher 
resolution of 5888x2160 @ 120Hz output 
on full PowerWall.  

4 Part-I, Chapter-IV - 
1.2(I). Virtual Reality 
(VR) Software 
Specification 

Nil Point No. 55 mentioned below is newly 
added. 
 
55. The proposed VR Software license 
should be a perpetual license. 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The above revisions/changes have been incorporated in the revised tender schedule. The 
tenderers should use the revised tender schedule only. 


